
Giving an answer

Introduction

We should all want to tell other people the good news about Jesus 
and about what difference following Him makes to our lives.  Yet in 
the Bible there is also is mention of the gift of evangelism and we 
recognise that the Holy Spirit specially equips some people for this 
task. There are people who have a special ministry, sometimes full-
time, as evangelists.

In a similar way we all get asked questions about what we believe 
and why. Or we find that people will say things to challenge our faith 
and we ought to be able to respond in some way. We also know that 
at times Christians are in effect put on trial for their faith, as Paul 
was. Jesus promises that at such times we will be given help. We 
have witnessed this sort of thing on a smaller scale in recent years 
where Christians have faced problems at work or in the courts 
because of their beliefs. The word used in the Bible to describe how 
we give a defence of our faith is the Greek word apologia, related to 
our word apology. Therefore, since early days Christians have 
recognised a formal discipline of apologetics and some people have 
been seen to have had a particular ability at this and they are called 
apologists. 

In the New Testament we find Jesus, Paul, and also Stephen 
responding to questions people asked, including in under trial.  
Through the ages some of those thought of as apologists were 
people like Justin Martyr (who wrote a work called Apology), 
Irenaeus, Jerome, Thomas Acquinas and William Paley. In the 20th 
century some prominent names were C.S. Lewis, Francis Schaeffer, 
Cornelius van Til, Henry Morris and Josh McDowell. Some of the 
more prominent present day apologists are Alastair McGrath, William 
Lane Craig and Ravi Zacharias.  Indeed it is now possible to do a 
degree in Apologetics at some universities. 

The danger, as with evangelism, is that the presence of gifted people 
makes the rest of us think that it is something we can leave to the 
experts. Or, we may fall into thinking that apologetics is really an 
intellectual or academic exercise which is beyond us.

In this Bible study series we are going to dig about in the Bible to see 
why and how we should answer questions that we might be asked.  
We will look a bit at some of more technical aspects of the subject, 
such as the difference between presuppositional appologetics and 
evidential apologetics  (which are easier understand than they 
sound) but we are mainly going to be concerned with how to use 
questions that arise in order to talk to people about the hope we 
have in Christ and why it is that believe and trust in Him today.
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